Analysis of Risk Factors Related to Colorectal Polyps
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Abstract: Colorectal polyps are protrusions of local intestinal mucosa that overgrow into the intestinal lumen. Most colorectal polyps have no specific manifestations and are usually found accidentally during endoscopy [1]. According to the nature of pathology, intestinal polyps can be divided into adenomatous and non-adenomatous. Among them, adenoma is considered to be the precancerous lesion of colorectal cancer, and more than 50% of colon cancer comes from adenoma carcinogenesis [2]. In recent years, with the change of lifestyle, morbidity and mortality of colorectal cancer presents a trend of getting younger over [3], a serious threat to people's physical and mental health, therefore understand the crucial polyps disease risk factors. Studies [4, 5] believe that the incidence of colorectal polyps is related to many factors such as bad living habits and intestinal flora. This paper reviews the analysis of risk factors related to the incidence of colorectal polyps by referring to relevant literatures at home and abroad, in order to improve the detection and screening of high-risk groups and provide reference for clinical research.
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1. Etiology and Pathogenesis of TCM

The word "polyp" the earliest recorded in ancient books of traditional Chinese medicine in huangdi neijing, the pivot water expansion ":,; im mushroom? The cold qi is outside the intestine, and the qi is in conflict with the defense qi, and the qi is not prosperous. Because of the relationship, the abnormal qi is inside, the evil qi is the rise, and the polyps are born. In traditional Chinese medicine surgery textbooks, colorectal polyps are also known as polyposis hemorrhoids, hanging bile hemorrhoids, hanging bead hemorrhoids, cherry hemorrhoids, etc. [6]. According to the ministry of health issued the disease clinical diagnosis and treatment of traditional Chinese medicine terminology - part of description, can also be called intestinal polyp "intestinal tumor.

Colorectal polyposis is located in the intestine, which is closely related to the spleen, stomach, liver and kidney. (1) The main causes of colorectal polyps are improper diet and abnormal daily life. According to Tai Yin Yang Ming Lun (on Plain Questions), "Improper diet and irregular daily life will cause Yin to suffer from them. Yin by the five zang, into the five zang step full occlusion, under the supper, for a long time Intestinal Pi ". Diet does not cause the damage of the spleen and stomach, make wet and heat evil straight to the intestines and stomach, guide for polyps. (2) External pathogenic factors and emotional trauma are also one of the causes of colorectal polyps. For example: "It is because of the deficiency of evil, people also start from the skin. ... Stay but not go, pass TO GIVE UP in the stomach, in the stomach, the cardia to abdominal DISTENsion, more cold is the intestinal supper to release food, more hot is loose." Any exogenous pathogens, deficiency of vital qi, combined with modern, make transport department, blocked arteries and veins, delay time, cause intestinal disease. (3) Spleen deficiency and damp stagnation are the main pathogenesis of colonic polyps. Kang Jianyuan et al. [7] believed that the key point of the pathogenesis of this disease was "spleen deficiency and cold dampness". Cold dampness, dampness, and phlegm caused the disorder of intestinal qi, and the internal turbidity and qi and blood stasis caused the disease. (4) The main pathological factors of colorectal polyps are stasis, phlegm, stagnation and turbidity. Professor Yan Guangjun concluded that [8] the focus of the onset and carcinogenesis of intestinal polyps lies in the "pipi". Due to the dysfunction of spleen and stomach, deficiency of qi, and abnormal metabolism of body fluid, pathological products such as blood stasis, qi stagnation, and phlegm are produced, which accumulate in the abdomen and form polyps over time. Xiao Guyue [9] found that qi stagnation, blood stasis, dampness and heat, and
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qi deficiency were the most important factors in polyps before canceration. (5) The incidence of colorectal polyps is also related to physical status. Chen et al. [10] studied "polyp-related constitution" and believed that polyps were closely related to phlegm dampness, qi deficiency, and dampness and heat in the biased constitution. They believed that the formation of intestinal polyps was based on spleen dysfunction and endogenous dampness and heat, internal arrest of phlegm, and qi and blood stasis, is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colorectal polyps disease of traditional Chinese medicine</th>
<th>Intestine is closely related to spleen, stomach, liver and kidney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCM etiology of colorectal polyps</td>
<td>Diet not festival, daily life disorder, exogenous pathogens, modern internal injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCM pathogenesis of colorectal polyps</td>
<td>Spleen deficiency and damp stagnation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal polyps pathological factors of traditional Chinese medicine</td>
<td>Blood stasis, phlegm, stagnation, turbidity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. The Etiology and Pathogenesis of Western Medicine

2.1. Pathogenesis of Colorectal Polyps

According to the WHO classification, polyps can be divided into four types: adenomatous polyps, serrated polyps, inflammatory polyps and hamartomas [11]. At present, the mechanism of adenomatous polyps is still being explored due to the complex process involving a variety of genes. Among them, the more recognized pathogenesis is based on the Wnt/β-catenin, PTEN and BMP signaling pathways, and the corresponding target genes of each signaling pathway are mutated under various stimulation factors to interrupt the normal operation pathway. The abnormal proliferation and differentiation of colorectal cells and the disorder of intestinal function lead to the occurrence of intestinal polyps [12]. The 2019 WHO classification of tumors of the digestive system divides serrated polyps into five categories, These included hyperplastic polyp (HP), sessile serrated lesion (SSL), SSL with dysplasia (SSLD), and traditional serrated Adenoma, adenoma (TSA) and serrated - unclassified [13], more and more studies suggest that in addition to the adenomatous polyp, SSL and TSA also has certain malignant potential of precancerous lesions, SSL is unique molecular characteristics of typical CIMP and mutated BRAF mutation, and the TSA has greater heterogeneity of molecular spectroscopy, The risk of malignancy and the rate of progression to cancer are not known [14].

2.2. Risk Factors Related to Colorectal Polyps

2.2.1. Hp Infection

Hp is a class I carcinogen certified by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). The infection rate of HP in China is more than 50%. As for whether the occurrence of colorectal polyps is related to Hp infection, studies have shown that [15]: Long-term Hp infection can lead to decreased gastric acid secretion, which causes changes in intestinal flora. It can also cause up-regulation of gastrin gene expression in colorectal polyps, which induces proliferation of colonic mucosal cells and thus promotes the development of intestinal polyps. Hp infection may cause damage to the colorectal epithelium through the immune response stimulated by chronic inflammation mediated by inflammatory factors such as interleukin-8. Compared with patients without Hp infection, patients with Hp infection were 2.19 times more likely to develop colorectal polyps. WANG M et al. [15] concluded that the increase in Hp infection rate was positively proportional to the increase in the incidence of polyps, the number of polyps and malignant tumors. Li Ruitong [16] studied 518 patients and concluded that Hp infection rate was significantly higher in the group with polyp diameter ≥1.0cm than that in the group with polyp diameter < 1.0cm, and the size of adenomatous polyps was related to HP infection. Wang Qiaoyun et al. [17] have different opinions on this, and agree that Hp infection is an independent risk factor for colorectal polyps, but believe that Hp infection is not related to the number, size, location and pathological type of colorectal polyps. Yan Bo et al. [18] were in agreement with Wang Qiaoyun et al. Sun Ying [19] et al. found that the Hp infection rate of polyps in the straight, B and descending colon was significantly higher than that of the control group. And some English literature thought [20]: Hp infection increases the risk of proximal colon polyps and another study showed that [21]: Hp infection caused by the stomach secreter hormone can selective effect Yu Yuanduan colon, thereby increasing the risk of distal colon polyps. These differences are mainly caused
by different methods of histopathological evaluation. Chen Zhicao [22] et al. believed that there was no statistically significant difference in HP infection rate between the pedunculated group and the sessile group of polyps, while Li Ruitong [16] was in agreement with him. The classification of polyp pedunculates was based on morphological criteria, and there were differences in the interpretation of polyp morphology by different researchers. Yan Bo [18] and Kong Na [23] and Li Ruitong [16] believed that there was no obvious correlation between the pathological types of intestinal polyps and Hp infection. Pay ChengFeng [24] research analysis summary from the pathological types: Hp infection will only increase the tubular adenoma, tubular - a villous adenoma, low level of risk of intraepithelial neoplasia. In 2013, Sonnenberg A et al. [25] studied 156,000 cases and concluded that HP infection rate was higher in hyperplastic polyps, adenomatous polyps, especially advanced AP, villous adenoma or adenoma with high-grade dysplasia and adenocarcinoma. Meanwhile, the strength of association between HP and adenomatous polyps increased with the size and number of adenomas, but not with the site of AP occurrence. Zhi-tao Chen found [22] Hp infection with the Hp infection and pathological type of relationship is uncertain, to expand the sample size, uniform pathology testing related to whether the further study.

### 2.2.2. Demographic characteristics

The patient's gender and age are also important factors in the occurrence and development of colorectal polyps. Qin Ying et al. [27] found that male is a risk factor for colorectal adenomatous polyps, considering that male groups are more susceptible to the influence of more risk factors, such as smoking, drinking, eating red meat and other risk factors. Zhou Haiping et al. [28] showed that advanced age was one of the independent risk factors for the incidence of colorectal polyps. The risk of colorectal polyps increased by 2.68 times after the age of 40, and the risk increased by 1.80 times after the age of 70. Lu Hong Qilong [29] summed up that there were more male patients with colorectal polyps than female patients. The peak age of polyps was 41-60 years old. Yuanzhen Hao et al. [30] summarized worldwide studies that showed that the recurrence of colorectal polyps was related to the gender and age of the patients. Male, Asian age > 50 years old and Western age > 60 years old are risk factors for colorectal polyp recurrence, mainly due to the antagonistic effect of estrogen/progesterone on cytohormone receptors in female patients, which can reduce the recurrence rate of female colorectal polyps. Elderly patients are more likely to suffer from constipation or long-term exposure to other stimulating factors, increasing mechanical stimulation and causing chronic inflammation. Thus increasing the risk of colorectal polyps.

### 2.2.3. Eating habits

Under the extensive research of many scholars, smoking, drinking, red meat, low fiber and other dietary habits have been identified as risk factors for colorectal polyps [31]. Lv Yingying et al. [32] found that compared with non-smokers, the incidence of colorectal polyps in smokers increased by 30%. There is also a certain relationship between smoking time, smoking intensity and colorectal polyps. Smoking time of more than 20 years is related to distal polyps, polyp nature and size, and is closely related to serrated polyps and high-risk adenomas [33, 34], which is strongly related to the carcinogenic pathway of serrated polyps. Including CpG island methylation phenotype, DNA microsatellite instability and BRAF gene mutation [35]. Some studies have suggested [36] that modifiable environmental risk factors such as smoking and alcohol consumption are associated with polyps, and more closely with sessile serrated adenomas. The pathway of alcohol-induced polyps is not completely clear. It is considered that alcohol and its metabolite acetaldehyde induce DNA methylation to interfere with the absorption of potential anti-cancer nutrients such as folic acid and calcium, thereby increasing the incidence of polyps. According to relevant studies [33, 34], drinking is more closely related to traditional adenomas. Red meat and processed meat are recognized as carcinogens by the World Health Organization and are risk factors for colorectal tumors and polyps. The reason may be that N-nitroso compounds, heme iron and bile acids in meat have an effect on inflammation or cancer stem cells, which increases the risk of colorectal cancer [37]. There is a correlation between hyperplastic polyps and sessile serrated polyps [38, 39]. Liu Jing et al. [40] showed through multivariate regression analysis that eating meat >3 times/week and high-fat diet were independent risk factors affecting the incidence of colorectal polyps, while eating vegetables was a protective factor to reduce the incidence of colorectal polyps. Dietary fiber reduces the risk of colorectal polyps by increasing the amount of feces, diluting fecal carcinogens in the colon lumen, shortening the time of feces passing through the intestine, and increasing the diversity of intestinal microbiota [41]. However,
because of the wide range of dietary fiber, the results of population studies are different.

2.2.4. The intestinal flora

A number of studies have shown that gut microbiota is closely related to the occurrence of colorectal polyps. Wang Enyu found that compared with the healthy group, the distribution of intestinal flora in the colorectal polyps group was significantly different at the species, family and genus levels [42]. In clinical studies, patients with polyps generally have a high relative abundance of pathogenic bacteria (such as Fusobacterium, Bacteroides, and Parabacterium) and opportunistic pathogenic fungi (such as Candida and Aspergillus) [43], accompanied by a decrease in beneficial intestinal bacteria (such as Bifidobacterium, Lactobacillus, short-chain fatty acid-producing anaerobacteria, Clostridium butyricum) [44]. Tom [45] analysis thought for uplift type and quantity for multiple polyps form, size of 1.5 cm, proximal colon or colon polyps in patients with intestinal dramatic decline in the number of lactobacillus and bifidobacterium e. coli number increases, adenomatous polyp patient bifidobacterium, intestinal lactobacillus quantity is not adenoma patients significantly decreased, The number of Escherichia coli in patients with colorectal polyps is significantly higher than that in patients with non-adenomatous polyps, suggesting that the changes of intestinal flora are related to the morphological characteristics and pathological types of colorectal polyps. In recent years, the search for prediction of polyps or bowel flora markers related research is becoming more and more and more significant change in the related samples for bacteria abundance of microbial bacteria and bacteria and lack of protective, medical certificate for early colorectal cancer progression [31]. A case-control study [42], colorectal polyps in patients with oral brown carbon dioxide addicted to fiber bacteria abundance than a significant rise in healthy patients, has certain diagnostic performance. Foreign studies have identified potential polyp classification biomarkers (Streptococcaceae, Lachnoclostridium, and Ralstonia) by metagenomic sequencing of fecal samples, emphasizing the importance of intestinal flora changes in the occurrence and progression of colorectal cancer. Meanwhile, it provides potential new biomarkers for the diagnosis of early colorectal cancer [46]. Another foreign study [47] found that: The functions of aminoacyl-trna biosynthesis, ribosome synthesis, mismatch repair and homologous recombination in the polyps group were significantly lower than those in the control group. Therefore, increasing the abundance of faecalibacterium is a potential research target for preventing the formation of colorectal polyps. This study lays a foundation for intestinal microecology as a diagnostic marker. At present, the technology of detecting intestinal flora has reached a high level, but there is no unified conclusion on the mechanism and biomarkers of intestinal flora and colorectal polyps/cancer progression. A large number of high-quality researches are still needed to finally achieve the purpose of clearly predicting the occurrence and development of diseases.

3. Conclusion

At present, the incidence of colorectal polyps is increasing year by year, and because of its lack of clinical specific changes that can be easily found in the early stage, it is particularly important to identify its high risk factors. By reviewing the relevant literature at home and abroad, it is found that smoking, drinking, red meat, low-fiber diet, male, advanced age, and intestinal flora imbalance are high risk factors for colorectal polyps. People with high risk factors should undergo regular colonoscopy and adjust their living and eating habits to control the risk of colorectal polyps. At present, the pathogenesis of colorectal polyps at home and abroad is not clear, and various etiological factors affect each other, it is difficult to evaluate the mechanism of single factor, and more rigorous studies are needed to verify.
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